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Data Collection
Data for this evaluation was collected from a number of sources:







Registration data (99 delegates, 33 speakers)
Face-to-face surveys carried out with
delegates on arrival on the first day (83
surveys / 63% of delegates and speakers)
Straw poll slips handed out to delegates to
vote in ballot boxes throughout the
conference (39 to 69 responses across 10
different questions)
Head counts of number of delegates in
sessions








Blank feedback cards handed out to
delegates to write on
Speakers feedback collected via email
Twitter data via online searches and software
Wordpress website analytics
Post-conference online survey for delegates
and speakers (51 out of 99 / 52% response)
as well as non-attendees to the conference.

It was interesting to note that the majority of responses to the online survey (31 out of 52 / 60%) were filled
out within 2.5 hours of the initial request. Of the 3 requests sent, the two sent at 4pm received double the
number of responses than the one sent at 12pm.
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1.0.

Executive Summary

Organised by Film Hubs Scotland, North West Central and North,
the inaugural film exhibition innovation conference This Way Up was
held at the Tyneside Cinema in Newcastle on 2 – 3 December 2014.
The conference attracted 99 delegates with 33 speakers taking part
in keynote provocations, panel discussions, workshops, networking
and social sessions and engaging with the conference’s Exhibition
Innovation Fund Pitches.
This evaluation report found that
the majority of delegates were
from the three organising Film
hubs. They were nearly all
engaged in film exhibition and of
a wide range of ages. The
attendees responded positively to
the main aims of the conference
and were both motivated and
satisfied by the opportunity to
meet other exhibitors, hear best
practice and learn new skills, with
many developing their projects in
ways that they did not necessarily
expect. However, more work
needs to be done to attract a more
diverse range of attendees,
especially from rural
organisations, distributors and
wider spread of ethnicities. With
skills shortage seen as a drawback
to the industry, particular
attention should be focused on
practical interactive workshops,

the three of which (DCP creation,
Programmers Lab, Scalarama
workshop) were rated highly by
attendees this year.
The strands of the conference
were recognised, with the focus
on other art forms and
programming of most interest.
The impact of the strands was
limited according to postconference survey, with requests
to make the provocations more
provocative and to focus panel
discussions. The attendees
challenged the stereotype of
conservatism in the sector, by
having progressive views on the
impact of social media, video on
demand and alternative content
on the sector, as discovered
through straw polls. Some of the
panels focusing on innovation and
new technology did not connect

with attendees and whilst the
Exhibition Innovation fund was a
success in terms of enhancing the
conference, the projects pitched
could have been more innovative
and benefitted the sector as a
whole.
Next year’s conference at Home
in Manchester is eagerly
anticipated with 76% of
attendees already planning to
attend and willing to pay up to
£71.60 next year. Twitter was a
powerful tool in interacting with
delegates and the wider film
community and should be utilised
further. Marketing for the
conference and press could be
improved for next year. A survey
of non-attendees found that early
notification is essential whilst
holding the conference on a
weekend might attract more
volunteer/part-time organisations.
Topics requested include
marketing, funding and working
with young audiences, whilst
feedback also showed a strong
desire to engage with future
technology and post-2017
landscape.

In summary, this year’s conference was a great success and an excellent platform to continue
growing and improving. All attendees gave positive feedback.
Compared to other conferences, 71% of attendees rated This Way Up as better and 94% of
attendees believe that an annual conference is important to strengthen the exhibition sector.
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2.0.

Attendance Data

99 registered attendees, with 33 registered
speakers and panellists.

majority of attendees were from organisations
based in major cities across the UK.

See below for a heat map plotting the locations of
the attending delegates.

80 out of the 99 delegates (81%) were from the 3
organising Hubs – Film Hub North, Film Hub
North West Central and Film Hub Scotland.

Out of the 99 delegates, only 2 (West Side Cinema
in Orkney, Scotland and Flicks in the Sticks in
Powys, Wales) were from ‘rural’ areas (ONS Rural
Urban Definition).
Additionally, as can be seen on the map, not only
were 97 delegates from urban areas, the vast

18 out of the 33 speakers (55%) were from the 3
organising Hubs, although this was chiefly due to
the 10 speakers attending from London. Excluding
London, 18 of the 23 speakers (78%) were from
the 3 organising Hubs.
Delegates
Speakers

Table 3.1 Locations of Attendees & Bursaries
Delegates

% of total

Speakers

% of total

Bursaries

Central East
London
North
North West Central
Northern Ireland
Scotland

4
5
39
21
2
20

4.0%
5.1%
39.4%
21.2%
2.0%
20.2%

1
10
9
4
1
5

3.0%
30.3%
27.3%
12.1%
3.0%
15.2%

2
0
28
10
0
6

% of delegates
receiving a bursary
50%
0%
72%
48%
0%
30%

South East
South West West Midlands
Wales

2
5
1

2.0%
5.1%
1.0%

1
2
0

3.0%
6.1%
0.0%

1
2
0

50%
40%
0%

99
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2.1. Delegate Demographics
Table 3.1.1 How Old Are You?
Age Range
20-24
25-34

Responses
3
18

% of Total
6.3%
37.5%

18
8
1

37.5%
16.7%
2.1%

35-44
45-64
65+

20-24
25-34
35-44
45-64
65+

Table 3.1.3 Ethnicity

Table 3.1.2 Do you consider yourself to have a disability?

Asian or Asian British
Black or Black British
White
Mixed/Multiple ethnic groups

0
0
43
0

Other ethnic group
Prefer Not to Say

0
0

Disability
Yes
No
Prefer not to say

Responses
1
41
1

% of Total
2.3%
95.3%
2.3%

Table 3.1.4 Your Area of Work in the Sector:
Area of Work
Independent Cinema
Multi-arts Venue
Community-owned Cinema
Multiplex
Film Society
Film Festival
Temporary Cinema (i.e. pop-up)
Occasional Venue
Museum or Gallery
Other*

Responses % of Total
11
23.9%
10
21.7%
2
4.3%
0
0.0%
2
4.3%
7
15.2%
0
1
1
12

0.0%
2.2%
2.2%
26.1%

*Answers included:
Archive / arts agency / BFI FAN / Film Hub / International Research & Education / Freelance /
Freelance Project Manager / Hub / Independent event curator & Film Festival programmer &
Journalist / Networking, Research & Education for Film Exhibitors / university / University student

Demographics Summary
This Way Up attracted a wide range of ages to the
first conference, with the majority of attendees
being under 44. The attendees were however
exclusively white, and with few disabled attendees,
the conference did not reflect the full diversity of
the sector. With more attendees coming from
traditional cinemas or film festivals, the conference
engaged with the professional sector well. However,
This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation

there is still a need to connect with smaller
organisations such as film societies, as well as trying
to attract delegates from multiplex organisations or
some of the chains of arthouse cinemas such as
Curzon and Everyman. The attendees were nearly
all in the exhibition sector, so there is potential to
try and engage other industry workers whether that
is filmmakers or distributors.
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2.2. Straw polls
In addition to the surveys,
throughout the conference
Cinema Nation gave out
coloured cards with statements
printed on each. Delegates were
asked to vote on the statements
by posting each card into either

the ‘agree’, ‘disagree’ or
‘neither’ box.
There were two voting sessions
with the first on arrival and
focusing on the 4 key strands.
The second on Wednesday
focused on 6 industry issues.

Table 3.2.1 Number of votes relating to 4 key strands

Agree
Anyone can be a programmer
Cinema should be learning from other art forms
Luxury cinema can never be democratic
Social media should be allowed during screenings
There was a high level of
engagement in the straw poll,
with the majority of attendees
and speakers casting their vote.
It was interesting to see that it
was an almost even split on
anyone can be a programmer,
amongst attendees who would
also include programmers,
pointing towards a willingness
to engage with people outside

Neither Disagree

29
62
18
11

9
6
21
7

the exhibition sector. There was
an overwhelming desire that
cinema should be learning from
other art forms, whilst the
statement on luxury cinema was
perhaps too wide or ambiguous
results in an even spread
amongst the three responses.
Most interesting was that there
was a significant number of

Score

30
1
28
50

-1
61
-10
-39

people who believed that social
media should be allowed during
screenings, even though the
majority of exhibitors present
disagreed. These results were
cast before the provocations
occurred so it would have been
interesting to see if there was
any shift in opinion following
the conference.

Table 3.2.2 Number of votes relating to industry issues

Agree

Neither

Disagree

Score

36
25
50
20
18
19

8
14
1
14
13
11

9
13
2
5
9
9

27
12
48
15
9
10

I am happy with my current job
There is a skills shortage in cinema exhibition
An annual conference is important to strengthen the sector
Collapsed theatrical windows are a good thing
Video on Demand is benefitting cinema
Public funding should be used to support ‘event cinema’

What was particularly
interesting was that on what
might be considered
contentious industry topics,
such as the shortening of the
theatrical window, video on

demand and support for event
cinema, delegates were overall
in favour of each, possibly
indicating a less traditional,
more forward-thinking spread
of attendees to the conference.

The desire for more skills in
cinema exhibition plus an
extremely strong advocacy for
an annual conference shows that
This Way Up is tapping into
the needs of the sector.

3.0.

Conference Feedback

Table 4.0.1 Did the conference as a whole meet your expectations?

Score
1 – Not Very Much
2
3
4
5 – Very Much
Average

# responses
0
0
6
29
17

%
0.0%
0.0%
11.5%
55.8%
32.7%

4.2

The vast majority of the attendees said that the
conference met their expectations with 89% giving
the conference an 80+% approval rating in terms
of expectations.

From the straw polls, 50 out of 53 delegates (94%)
agreed with the statement “An annual conference is
important to strengthen the sector.”

Selected comments from attendees and speakers
“– it’s just the kind of thing that the sector needs! I’m already looking forward to 2015!” - Cherie Federico Aesthetica/Aesthetica Short Film Festival
“It was an excellent couple of days and the conference was just the kind of forum exhibitors need to push things
forward. Roll on 2015!” - Sam Cuthbert
“Really enjoyed it - thought it was really well organised and lots of interesting people and ideas!” - Marc
Allenby, Picturehouse Entertainment
“It was a truly great 2 days, hugely enjoyable, brilliantly organised and engaging.” - Jay Arnold
“A truly excellent and inspiring first day of #thiswayup14 provoking many vitally important discussions. –
Cinema Nation Tweet
“@thiswayupcon well done to all involved. Great conference. Well organised. Lots of food for thought and action.
Brain hurts.” – Flicks in the Sticks Tweet
“Spent two great days in the lovely @tynesidecinema for @thiswayupcon. Lots of interesting, stimulating and
exciting debate about cinema.” – Dallas King Tweet
“Fantastically spent two days at @thiswayupcon filled with meeting new people and talking about #film and other
#arts! #thiswayup14” – Linda Lace Tweet
“…great to have exhibitors together - programmers, marketers, educators, managers. Great start to explore
really important territory / dialogue. Can only get better!” – survey response

3.1. This Way Up and Other Conferences
Table 4.1.1 How would you rate This Way Up in comparison to other conferences?

Definitely not as good
Not quite as good
About the same
Slightly better
Definitely better

0
1
11
13
16

0.0%
2.4%
26.8%
31.7%
39.0%

71% rated the conference as slightly / definitely better
than other conferences they’d attended.

Examples of other conference that attendees rated
This Way Up ’14 better than, included:
One respondent said that it was not quite as good
as the Arthouse Convergence, an annual event in
the US, whilst others said that This Way Up was
the same in quality as AMA, Bridge North East,
Thinking Digital and Culture Action Europe.

On average, 46 of the respondents to the online
survey had attended on average 2.7 conferences in
the last two years.













Scottish Film Summit
CEA Future of Cinema
CEA Annual Conference
Art and Film Symposium, Plymouth;
Outcasting Fourth Wall symposium
Arts Award
The Kids Are Alright
CultureTECH
Arts Marketing Association
Connected Up North
The Dream Factory and multiple
Creative England events
Cinema for All

3.2. Motivations for Attending
From the post conference survey question “What
were your motivations in attending the
conference?” the recurring themes were that of
hearing about ideas, finding inspiration and
meeting other exhibitors.
31 out of 43 (72%) of responses mentioned

wanting to hear new ideas / best practice:
“Practical advice and fresh ideas about exhibition
of independent and alternative film titles”
“New ideas, practical advice, programming
tips, information about new initiatives and projects”
“...sharing experiences and learning from
inspirational speakers/case studies.”
“To hear ideas from similar venues/festivals on how
to programme more interesting stuff and how to go
about it, how to better promote screenings online...
“...learning about new opportunities”
“...to keep up to speed with what is going on in the sector.”

This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation
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“...gain any insider knowledge of 'what's just around
the corner' and to see what other cinemas are up to...”
“Inspiration and ideas...”
“To understand more about programming initiatives &
ideas to help audience development”
“To find out about who was doing what,
and how they were doing it.”
“Catch up on ideas... hear new stuff”
“...introduce new ideas into my practice.”
“...discover best practices for engaging a younger audience.”
“...learn more about the exhibition sector and
take back ideas to our members.”
“To find out more about alternative content for
exhibition and new ways of presenting that content.”

5 responses mentioned

current information about the sector:

“More information about the challenges facing the sector”
“A desire to hear discussions on current industry topics.”
“...to get an up-to-date understanding of the
cinema exhibition challenges and opportunities.”
“To get an idea of where Exhibition is
in the UK and where we need to go.”
“Also, to meet other exhibitors and learn form their experiences.”

25 out of 43 (58%) delegate responses

referred to meeting exhibitors and networking:
“Meeting other exhibitors, meeting potential Hub Members...”
“...to meet people outside of our hub who have similar
audience demographic with a mind for potential collaboration.”
“Networking...”
“Really interested in seeing what outcomes are when
lots of exhibitors get together - either through work,
new strategies or to see how we work together as a sector.”
“To meet other programmers and the team behind FHN.”
“...meet people”
“To support Film Hub colleagues...”
“To meet and network with potential partners...”
“expand contacts...”
This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation
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“Meet industry professionals...”
“I am keen to network with other professionals in the sector”
“- to meet people developing film communities in UK”
“To meet people working in exhibition to improve
my current place or work and also my career in exhibition.”
“To meet with follow exhibitors and programmers...”

Speaker Feedback similarly focused heavily on hearing new ideas / best practice:
“I was really struck by the intellectual energy and the range of ideas, and the event gave me a great deal to think
about.” - Dr David Forrest
“A really cracking few days - I had a great time and really enjoyed meeting people and discussing ideas.” - Sam
Meech, ReDock/ A Small Cinema
“...found it really valuable – as much for seeing how interested indie exhibs are in digital innovation as for anything
specific. It will be this I am taking back to the team here.” - Chris Dennis, E One
“...lots of interesting people and ideas! well done” - Marc Allenby, Picturehouse Entertainment
“It was very rewarding and there were lots of great insights and comments.” - Rob Arthur - Thurso Cinema
“More than anything else, I found it was really inspiring for future projects and collaborations. Starting to
understand more about the anxieties / pressures and working cultures of different organisations was both
educational and reassuring - like a very well organised group-therapy session :)” - Iain Simons, Gamecity

These responses showed that the main aims of This
Way Up were met in terms of what people expected
from the conference – an opportunity to meet other
exhibitors, hear new ideas and to keep up to date
with industry developments and that attendees and

speakers responded enthusiastically to the question.
However, specifically the learning of skills was not
mentioned showing that the training aspects of the
conference were not the key motivator for
attendees.

3.3. Importance of motivations – pre- and post-conference surveys
At the beginning of the conference, delegates were
asked about five potential motivations for attending
the conference and asked to rate how important

they were on a scale from 1 – Not Important, to 5
– Very Important.

Table 4.3.1 Pre-conference: “How important is the conference to you to...”

Average Median
Hear new ideas / best practice
Meet other exhibitors
Learn new skills
Benefit my career
Develop the project I’m currently working on
(For ‘Develop the Project I’m currently working
on’, the low median score but higher average
This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation

4.4
3.9
3.4
3.2
3.1

5
4
3
4
2

indicates a large range of responses - i.e. for 24%
people this was very important, but 27% rated it 2).
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The responses showed that hearing new ideas and
best practice was significantly more important to
delegates, with meeting other exhibitors another
half point higher than the others.

Following the conference, delegates were surveyed,
and asked to Rate on 1-5 scale how useful the
conference was in terms of the five areas:

Table 4.3.2 Pre- and Post-conference: “How important is the conference + How useful was the conference?”

PrePostPrePostAverage Average Median Median
Hear new ideas / best practice
4.4
4.3
5
5
Meet other exhibitors
3.9
4.2
4
5
Learn new skills
3.4
3.1
3
3
Benefit my career
3.2
3.6
4
4
Develop the project I’m currently working on
3.1
3.6
2
4

5 – Very Useful5.0
/
4.5
Important
4.0
3.5
3.0

Pre-Conference Survey Ave

2.5

Post-Conference Survey Ave

2.0
1.5

0 – Not Very 1.0
Useful /
0.5
Important
0.0
Meet other Hear new Develop the Learn new Benefit my
exhibitors ideas / best project I’m
skills
career
practice
currently
working on

The biggest difference was for ‘Develop the project
I’m currently working on’ whose average increased
by 0.5 points, whilst doubling its median score.
3.4.

Making new connections

Table 4.4.1 Did you make useful connections?

1 – No, not at all
2
3
4
5 – Yes, very

1
1
11
20
19
52

1.9%
1.9%
21.2%
38.5%
36.5%

‘Benefit my career’ also increased by 0.5, although
‘Learn new skills’ was the largest fall from third
most important to least.

3.5. Are there any particular areas you felt the conference didn't address?
From the delegate survey feedback and the 30
people that answered the question, the chief areas
that were mentioned more than once included:

Practical Advice

Marketing

Audience Development Case Studies
(including younger audiences)

Funding – innovation and regional

FAN issues (lack of independence, post
2017 plans)

Business of exhibition

Future technologies and innovations

Delegate feedback cards also referenced the future
of exhibition funding and regional structures as well
as release windows.
Speakers referenced some of the provocations
needing to provoke more, and the chairs of the
sessions needing to lead the discussion better or
have a more focused subject for discussion.
There was also comment from speakers and
evaluation cards about wanting more distributors
and commercial exhibitors to attend, as well as
more diversity in the attendees and speakers.

“More commercial operators should / need to attend. Provide some more time for rural cinema as well as city
venues and some thoughts on how new technology can benefit the sector, without it being too technical.” - Rob
Arthur - Thurso Cinema
“...it would be nice to have more involvement from distributors and larger exhibitors (though I appreciate this is
tricky); and for next time to build up the programme more organically with partners in advance – i.e. speakers
developing their own provocations etc (obviously difficult this time because the money came in late).” - Ian
Francis, Flatpack Film Festival
“What does innovation mean and how willing are we to try something new and stretch the boundaries to truly be
innovative? #thiswayup14” - Film Hub NWC Tweet

3.6. Non-Attendees Survey Results
After the conference, we asked a select group of
people connected to film exhibition who did not
attend This Way Up to hear their views. In total,
we had 10 responses from a range of exhibitors:

a multiplex

three independent cinemas

two temporary cinemas/pop ups/film club

a film festival

a distributor

a Film Hub representative.
4 of the respondents had not heard of the
conference (the multiplex, two of the independent
cinemas and one of the temporary cinemas). Of the
6 that had, the majority claimed prior commitments

This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation

as the reason why they did not attend, and that
they heard from a range of sources including word
of mouth, email from Hub and/or Hub enewsletters.
When asked what would make them consider
attending next year, most (70%) said they would
need early notification. All three respondents who
worked in temporary cinemas/film clubs and the
festival said that the conference being on a weekend
rather than weekdays would be key to them. Only
one respondent wanted a lower cost and the
distributor’s main consideration was the key
relevance of the conference to their work.
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3.7. Strands
Table 4.7.1 Pre-conference: How important on a scale of 1-5 is the conference to you:

The Death of Cinema, the Rise of the Cinematic – influence from art-forms
Anyone can be a programmer – the role of the Programmer in 2015
The Price Of Wasabi Peas – different levels of cinema
How I Learned to Stop Worrying & Love the Tweetalong – online
experience & cinema

Average

Median

3.9
3.9
3.6

4.5
4
4

3.2

4

Table 4.7.2 Post-conference: Please rate on 1-5 scale how useful / interesting the conference was in terms of the four
strands:

Anyone can be a programmer
The Death of Cinema, the Rise of the Cinematic
How I Learned to Stop Worrying & Love the
Tweetalong
The Price Of Wasabi Peas
5 – Very Useful /
Important

PreAverage
3.9
3.9

PostAverage
3.8
3.7

PreMedian
4
4.5

PostMedian
4
4

3.2

3.3

4

3

3.6

3.3

4

4

4.5
4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0

Pre-Conference Survey Ave

1.5

0 – Not Very
Useful /
Important

Post-Conference Survey Ave

1.0
0.5
0.0
The Death of Anyone can
How I
The Price Of
Cinema, the
be a
Learned to Wasabi Peas
Rise of the programmer
Stop
Cinematic
Worrying &
Love the
Tweetalong

There is a general trend that the respondents’
interest in the strands lessened slightly after the
conference, with ‘The Price of Wasabi Peas’ and
different levels of cinema, decreasing by 0.3 points
– the strands perhaps didn’t quite meet the

This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation

expectations of delegates in terms of exploring the
topic. For example, from the pre-conference survey,
a number of delegates didn’t understand what the
Wasabi peas strand was about.
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3.8. Exhibition Innovation Fund
Table 4.8.1 Was TWU enhanced by the live pitches for the Exhibition Innovation fund?

1 – No, not at all
2
3
4
5 – Yes, very

1
5
14
13
13

2.2%
10.9%
30.4%
28.3%
28.3%

46
The results show that whilst there was a positive
response for the live pitches, most of the
respondents were undecided either way. One
comment was that it would have been interesting to
see some new faces pitching for the funds, rather
than the traditional, larger organisations.
Additionally, it would have been interesting if the
fund wasn’t just putting on screenings and was

instead supported more innovative projects, such as
ScreeningFilm.com or an app that was mentioned in
the Big Data session, which provided exhibitors
with the top 10 most influential local Twitter
accounts based on their target audiences – both of
which examples could be of benefit to the whole
sector rather than just the fund recipients.

3.9. Sessions
Table 4.9.1 Please rate on 1-5 scale how useful / interesting the conference was in terms of the four strands:

WEDS 12:30pm Programmers Lab
TUES 1:30pm Collective Experience
TUES 4:15pm DCP workshop
TUES 10:30am Provocations
WEDS 1:30pm Audience the Programmer
WEDS 11am Big Data
WEDS 10am Presentation
TUES 3pm Who Controls what we exhibit?
TUES 12:30am Scalarama workshop
WEDS 1:30pm Film & other art forms
TUES 1:30pm Alternative Content
TUES 3pm Hacksploitation
WEDS 11am Supergeeks

1Not
Useful
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

It’s interesting to see that the best response from
attendees was the Programmers’ Lab which was a
more interactive session and with a less formal
seating arrangement. The DCP workshop also
provided practical tips that could be more easily

This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation

2

3

4

0
0
1
0
1
2
4
0
4
4
0
0
5

0
2
0
9
4
4
7
10
4
3
10
1
12

7
17
5
21
7
6
13
21
8
8
7
4
7

5Very Average Median
Useful
10
4.59
5
8
4.22
4
4
4.20
4
16
4.15
4
8
4.10
5
9
4.05
5
14
3.97
5
8
3.95
4
10
3.92
5
9
3.92
5
4
3.71
3
0
3.33
4
3
3.30
3

identifiable as ‘useful’. The lowest scoring sessions
with Hacksploitation and Supergeeks show a lack of
engagement with the Tweetalong strand, mirrored
in the surveys on the previous page.
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Table 4.8.2 Estimated attendance for each session

Attendance

Ave Score

110
30
85
30
75
20
20
100
30
45
25
40
30

4.15
3.92
4.22
3.71
3.95
3.33
4.20
3.97
3.30
4.05
4.59
3.92
4.10

TUES 10:30am Provocations
TUES 12:30am Scalarama workshop
TUES 1:30pm Collective Experience
TUES 1:30pm Alternative Content
TUES 3pm Who Controls what we exhibit?
TUES 3pm Hacksploitation
TUES 4:15pm DCP workshop
WEDS 10am Presentation
WEDS 11am Supergeeks
WEDS 11am Big Data
WEDS 12:30pm Programmers Lab
WEDS 1:30pm Film & other art forms
WEDS 1:30pm Audience the Programmer

4.0.

General Twitter activity

4.1. Referrals
It is notable that in terms of click-thrus or referrals to the
This Way Up conference website, Twitter was very high,
only just behind search engines.
It would indicate that many of the exhibition industry
(referrals would include interested parties that didn’t
attend as well as delegates) use Twitter regularly and that
this is a key communications / marketing tool.

4.2. Twitter Data
Note: Data is based on searches for @thiswayupcon and #thiswayup14 between 30th Oct and 9th Dec 2014.

2,127 total number of tweets, from 251 different Twitter accounts.
The total reach of all tweets was 3,903,379.
(Note, this is calculated by multiplying each tweet by number of followers, and therefore does not relate to number of
unique twitter users reached).
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Table 5.2.1 # of Tweets per day
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1,802 of the 2,127 tweets (85%) were sent on the two days of the conference.
60 tweets sent the day before (1st Dec) and 70 sent on day after (4th Dec).
47 tweets were sent on 18th and 19th Nov, spreading word about the conference (27 of the 47 were from
the This Way Up twitter account).

Table 5.2.2 Most Frequent Tweeters

Twitter
@thiswayupcon
@FilmHubNorth
@CustomReels
@carina83
@filmhubnwc
@cinemanation
@annakime
@filmhubscotland
@sambrooke
@splendorcinema
@berwickfilmfest
@videosmithery
@notmacbeth
@tynesidecinema
@joan_parsons
@Owenkits
@IainGardnerAnim
@sheffdocfest
@thatsnogreg
@ChampCelluloid
@GrahamRelton
@IvanAtTheDukes

Name
This Way Up Conference
Film Hub North
Custom Reels
Carina Volkes (Film Hub SE)
Film Hub North West Central
Cinema Nation
Anna Kime (Film Hub North)
Film Hub Scotland
Sambrooke Scott (Film Hub Scotland)
Jon Barrenechea (Film Hub SE)
Berwick Film Festival
Sam Meech (Screening Film)
Laura McBeth (Berwick Film Festival)
Tyneside Cinema
Joan Parsons (Showroom Cinema)
Owen Baker (Cambridge Film Trust)
Iain Gardner (McLaren 2014)
Sheffield Doc/Fest
Greg Walker (Grimm Fest)
Dallas King (Belmont Filmhouse)
Graham Relton (Yorkshire Film Archive)
Ivan Wadeson (Dukes Lancaster)

# tweets
427
125
106
98
98
88
85
59
52
48
35
31
29
29
26
24
21
21
21
19
19
19

Followers
168
615
285
662
428
564
483
810
357
1,008
3,851
1,519
1,536
21,890
911
349
991
30,546
446
524
1,121
788

127 accounts tweeted just once
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Table 5.2.3 Tweeters with most followers

Twitter

Name

@Film_London
@CreativeScots
@CornerhouseMcr
@British_Film
@sheffdocfest
@tynesidecinema
@Filmhouse
@FuturEverything
@LASTEXITshirts
@billt
@showroomcinema
@QFTBelfast
@thespacearts
@HydeParkPH
@NBCQ
@MarcusRomer

Film London
Creative Scotland
Cornerhouse
British Council Film
Sheffield Doc/Fest
Tyneside Cinema
Filmhouse
Future Everything
Last Exit to Brooklyn shirts
Bill Thompson
Showroom Cinema
QFT
The Space
Hyde Park Picture House
New British Cinema
Marcus Romer (Pilot Theatre)

Followers
66,800
54,400
46,600
44,701
30,546
21,890
19,200
18,039
17,900
17,132
15,895
13,137
11,900
10,885
10,715
10,632

# of
tweets
1
1
1
6
21
29
1
2
1
4
11
1
1
10
4
1

Table 5.2.4 Most retweeted Tweets

Twitter account
@notmacbeth
@videosmithery
@FilmHubNorth

@DavidSForrest

@thiswayupcon

@splendorcinema

@thiswayupcon

Follow
Tweet
ers
If your #arts organisation wants to really
Laura
innovate, do these things says
1,536
McBeth
@rohan_21awake. #thiswayup14
http://t.co/G2CjRqS8Wd
How do you capture a smile in a spreadsheet?
Sam Meech 1,519
#thiswayup14 http://t.co/mQOsVIGv3q
We are at @tynesidecinema setting up for
Film Hub
#thiswayup14 opening tomorrow, with
615
North
@filmhubnwc & @filmhubscotland.
http://t.co/1clZp7ceWW
Absolutely loved chairing a session at
Dave
#thiswayup14 Infectious and inspiring
802
Forrest
passion for the collective experience of
cinema.
Congrats @AVFestival and Animate Projects
This Way
168 - joint winners of the Exhibition Innovation
Up
fund!! #thiswayup14
"I'll give you £5k, you build a website, and
Jon
we'll all be unhappy" @rohan_21awake on
Barreneche 1,008
relationship between digital and the arts
a
#thiswayup14
"It's important to programme those risky
This Way
films, simply to let people know that they're
168
Up
out there." Your eyeballs in my pocket
#thiswayup14
Name
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@thiswayupcon

This Way
Up

168

@StephOswald

Stephanie
Oswald

422

@thatsnogreg

Greg
Walker

446

@notmacbeth

Laura
McBeth

1,536

@annakime

Anna
Kime

483

@cinemanation

Cinema
Nation

564

@ICOtweets

ICO

8,294

@blowupchurch

Jacqueline
Chell
(Cinema
for All)

1,046

@videosmithery

Sam Meech

1,519

Delegates arriving to a suitably cinematic
soundtrack in the Electra, lots of excited
chatter @tynesidecinema #thiswayup14
Great to give night tour of
@StarAndShadow to other fab cinemas after
#thiswayup14. Thanks @cinemanation for
the id! http://t.co/Qpvhowx6JY
Last night was ace! @sheffdocfest party,
oculus rift, 100 player laser game, disco punk
dj and a random trip to @StarAndShadow
#thiswayup14
Lovely description of community cinema
from @cinemaforall as “creating memories”,
particularly for cultivating young audiences.
#thiswayup14
This Way Up 2014 awards pitch winners
£50,000
http://m.screendaily.com/5080679.article
#thiswayup14
What a conference! Brilliant time had by all
at #thiswayup14 and beautiful venue
@tynesidecinema. Full report and our stats
coming soon!
"Using cinema to investigate democracy and
using democracy to investigate cinema"
@StarAndShadow #thiswayup14
@thiswayupcon
Awesome to hear Bill from @ReelSolutions
speak about the joy of ushering. The FOH
team speaks to your audience more than
anyone #thiswayup14
I showed POST TENEBRAS LUX to 6
people at @mostoncinema - it felt like a
victory not a failure #thiswayup14
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5.0.

Interest levels for Home 2015
76% of respondents
said they are planning to attend This Way Up 2015.
24% are still considering it.
No attendees said they were definitely not going to attend.

82% of respondents
said they would encourage their colleagues to attend.
18% said they would maybe encourage their colleagues

42% of respondents
said they would be interested in proposing sessions
for This Way Up 2015
(46% said maybe,12% said they wouldn’t be interested)
When asked “If next year's conference is similar,
how much would you be willing to pay?”
the average price that respondents said is

£71.60

6.0.

Press & Marketing

Table 7.0.1 “How did you hear about the conference?”

Hub e-newsletter
Email / phone call from Hub
Word of Mouth
Facebook
Film Hub North meeting in Berwick
London Exhibitors Breakfast
Through FAN colleagues
Twitter
Cinema for All e-newsletter
ICO e-newsletter
The responses in the table above showed that nearly
three quarters of delegates found out about the
conference through contact from the Hub. If future
conferences are to reach a wider section of the
industry, particularly distributors who were
mentioned by several respondents, then a wider and
earlier marketing campaign to publicise the festival
would be key.

27
12
11
1
1
1
1
1
0
0

49.1%
21.8%
20.0%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
1.8%
0.0%
0.0%
On this, there was limited press attention online
with only three Screen Daily mentions:
10th October 2014 by Andreas Wiseman – “Northern
hubs join forces for UK exhibition event” Link
19th November 2014 by Adam Woodward – “Exhibitor

conference This Way Up sets lineup” Link
4th December 2014 by Adam Woodward – “This Way

Up 2014 awards pitch winners £50,000” Link
This Way Up 2014 Evaluation Report by Cinema Nation
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7.0.

Conclusions and summaries

7.1. General Feedback
Selected comments from the post-conference survey:
More diversity please if possible!
Very interesting, could be longer.
The catering was great! And really enjoyed the Tuesday evening social activities - it gave my
evening a bit of structure as attended the conference on my own and having the Renga game was a
great way to hang out with delegates in an informal setting.
The conference was great - and it was good to hear some of the concerns in the sector - but I
felt that for very small exhibitors like ourselves it was at times a little bit too theory based
and a little apocalyptic.
I had a great time and I've been thinking about our data and how we engage with it ever
since! I look forward to 2015!
Roll on next year! I loved the programmers workshop where we can sit in a room and hash
out ideas in a circle so more of that would be ace next year!
This Way Up 2014 was an inspiring event that left our team thinking about how to develop
our project and the best ways to engage audiences. I felt hearing from other exhibitors
left me inspired and motivated to go away and plan engaging events for our project. A
brilliant, inspiring event.
The Tyneside hospitality was amazing. Food, drink, the staff -everything was really
great. Puts my poxy cinema to shame!
I came away wanting to move closer to cinema exhibition from the young people's
work I currently do.
It would be great to have more opportunities to network, I felt that often people
congregated in groups of people they already knew and didn't speak to those who
they didn't.
It's a really great initiative and I am looking forward to attending
again next year!
It was very well organised and flowed very smoothly.
I wish I could have attended more! shame interesting talks have to
be at the same time
There was perhaps a bit too much platform given to the art of business, as
opposed to the business of art.
Lets keep doing it every year please.

7.2. What 3 words best describe your experience?
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8.0.

Summary and Recommendations

Overview

Content

This Way Up was a great success
with all 99 delegates giving positive
feedback, describing it as inspiring,
informative, thought-provoking
and fun. The majority of delegates
have already decided to return for
the next edition, and hope for it to
become even more engaging,
popular and innovative, whilst
establishing itself as an essential
part of the film calendar.

The strands were well received and
created a good structure for the
conference. However there was a
general sense that provocations
didn’t dramatically change people’s
mind-sets as interest levels
remained the same (or were lower)
post-conference. 88% of delegates
replied ‘maybe’ or ‘yes’ when asked
about contributing towards future
sessions, which could achieve
tighter topics or focus the intended
journey.

Aims
The conference successfully
provided an opportunity for
exhibitors to meet each other, hear
new ideas and learn best practice.
In particular, the Programming Lab
and DCP workshop offered
practical advice and were two of the
most highly rated sessions. This
reflected one of the straw poll
results in which the majority
believed there was a skills shortage
in the sector.

Diversity
One negative of the conference was
the lack of diversity of attendees,
especially in the areas of rural and
ethnic representation. Attendees
felt more exhibitors from voluntary
organisations (such as film societies
and community cinemas) and also
from outside the exhibition sector
(e.g. distributors) would be
beneficial to the conference.

Programming and learning from
other art forms was well received,
whilst areas missed include
marketing, young audiences and
the Film Audience Network, plus
discussions around theatrical
windows and future funding.
Innovation and technology were a
central part of the conference,
though it was felt this area could be
more accessible and
comprehensible.

Structure
The opportunity to meet other
exhibitors was a key success of the
conference, with the social events,
including the gaming aspect, well
received. Opportunities to meet
the Film Hubs and distributors
were requested as well as the
recommendation to create an
informal environment where people
could talk about their projects if
they are looking for partners - The
Programmers Lab was a good
example of this. A few attendees
mentioned clashes between sessions
that were similar and which
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resulted in people having to choose
between them. Panel discussions
ran to time though some thought
tighter moderation would mean the
topic could be more focused.
Practical advice, marketing
expertise and case studies could also
be utilised more often.

Exhibition Innovation
Fund
The majority of attendees said that
the Fund enhanced conference. To
make the Fund an essential part of
the conference’s marketing, there
was a sense that it could be more
relevant to the wider sector and
more innovative, welcoming
applicants from outside the larger
organisations represented.

Promotion
To gain more attendees, earlier
notification of the conference is
essential. Work should be done to
reach out to wider groups including
distributors and also those outside
of the professional sector including
non-hub members, rural and
smaller exhibitors. Moving the date
to a weekend could make it more
accessible to those who work full
time outside of the film industry.
The survey results showed that
more people would be willing to
pay more for the conference. In
terms of reach, Twitter could be
utilised more, whilst press attention
and marketing for this year was
lacking, due to the short
production turnaround. A more
sustained promotional campaign is
recommended for next year.
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Evaluation Report
This evaluation itself benefitted
from a range of survey techniques.
The straw polls were popular and
gave interesting results, and if
replicated could be integrated into
the conference schedule with results
being fed directly into discussions.
The surveys saw a good response
rate, whilst asking questions during
conference led to higher response
rate than post-conference.

Organisers should be bolstered by
the huge desire for attendees to not
only return next year but also to be
more involved in the organisation
and content of the conference.
Maintaining momentum
throughout the year is essential. It
would be beneficial to share
presentations and findings from the
conference with both attendees and
non-attendees,

whilst ideas should be generated
about how to maintain brand
awareness between conferences.
Larger aims or projects that could
run year-round would help
establish This Way Up as truly
innovative, not just in the film
sector, but also outside of it,
through wider cultural and social
impact.

Evaluation by Cinema Nation
www.cinemanation.co.uk
@cinemanation
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